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Wave Vogue
“Beautiful and Exclusive”

The Wave Vogue is in a league of its own. Based on a bullet proof Tri-ply construction, this wave sail has enough detail 
and special features to become the most exclusive wave sail in the market. The Wave Vogue is designed to perform at 
its best in pure wave conditions, when power, control and acceleration have to be combined in a perfect balance. Power 
and control on demand. Resistance, durability and the pride to own a great wave sail that will not go unnoticed on the 
water....

Sizes: 3.3 - 3.7 - 4.0 - 4.2 - 4.5 - 4.7 - 5.0 - 5.3 - 5.6 - 6.1

The Wave Vogue opens the RRD door to a hi-performance 
line of sails for the future.
“Back to the new roots”

The all X-ply body panelling plus tri-ply window of the Wave 
Vogue creates a surf sail with a combination of a smooth feel 
with ultimate durability. This smooth feel, combined with Pump-
ability, a Focussed Power Point and “quickly neutral” handling, 
makes the Wave Vogue the sail of choice for riders looking for 
top performance at the highest level in gnarly surf conditions. 
The Wave Vogue is also an excellent choice for lighter/smaller 
sailors in any conditions due to its short boom length and soft, 
forgiving handling.

The outline and twist characteristics of  the Wave Vogue make it 
feel lighter and turn tighter in the waves, and therefore ideal to 
perform in those unforgettable wave sessions.

CONSTRUCTION: All X-ply body panels, 
Kevlar perimeter construction.
RECOMMENDED MAST: Vogue mast C100
SECOND MAST CHOICE: Vogue mast C75

Size Boom Mast batten Recommended mast     
3.3 138 349 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 370
3.7 144 371 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 370
4.0 149 383 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 370
4.2 151 390 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 370
4.5 156 406 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 400
4.7 160 412 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 400
5.0 164 427 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 400
5.3 167 436 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 430
5.6 173 450 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 430
6.1 186 460 5 RRD WAVE VOGUE C100 RDM 460
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Sail features 

01. Titanium o-ring outhaul attachment

ultra light and many times stronger than standard clew grommets

02. Step leech outline

creates neutral trailing edge (reduced drag), and promotes smooth progressive twist

03. Two ply dacron head sections

incredibly durable, soft and easy to roll

04. Two ply dacron luff panels

for maximum durability and soft feel

05. Multiple thread pattern and thread count x-ply films

low stretch, long life material for main panels puts strength where you need it

06. Webbing protected adjustable head cap

protects head web from damage caused by reefs and harsh rigging areas

07. Kevlar batten end reinforcement on sleeve

high strength and flexible reinforcement for this high stress area
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Sail features 

08. Kevlar Molded Tack Fairing

incredibly strong and soft protection for you and your board

09. Kevlar sleeve protector at sleeve top

prevents mast sleeve damage when the sail drags across the reef

10. Tack foot piping stitch protection

protects the foot area of the sail from damage caused by rough board texture

11. Spectra batten tensioner loops

unbreakable spectra yarn for positive batten tensioning

12. Flat or phillips head screw batten tensioner

simple, direct drive screw tensioning system that requires no special tools

13. 6 to 1 downhaul tack pulley

creates in line threading pattern for easy down hauling

14. Reversible bungee sail rolling strap

keeps your sailed rolled tightly to prevent damage in transit and storage
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